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Timo Daum

Das Kapital sind wir
Zur Kritik der digitalen Ökonomie
(We Are Capital. Critique of Digital Economy)

192 pages
Paperback
€ (D) 18,00
ISBN 978-3-96054-058-8

First published in August 2017

World rights available

What happens when corporations set challenges of mankind on their agenda? 
What will society look like with the internet as the meta-structure 

of a new digital economy?

What would Karl Marx think about Facebook and Twitter? If Marx were to resurrect today, he 
would find a paradoxal situation. On the one hand, there is the internet, a worldwide supranational 
infrastructure for communication and production, free and accessible for everyone; there are Unions, 
equal rights for women, free school education and progressive income taxes. 

On the other hand, we would have to tell him, much to our regret, that capitalism still rules, that issues 
of political representation, social equality and fair resource distribution still appear on the agenda. We 
would have to tell him that the admirable digital infrastructures are in perfect accord with a new 
capitalism that does not produce and sell industrial manufactured goods any more, but organizes 
access to digital data. 

Online monopoly companies have a purpose that is not industrial production and distribution of 
commodities any more, but organization of access to knowledge and information. Whether it is about 
mapping the entire earth, or organizing every friendship in the world, in Digital Capitalism algorithms 
have become the most important machine, data is the essential raw material and information the 
commodity number one. 

Digital Capitalism exploits less and less living labour power directly. Instead, we, the users, keep it 
alive by our own activity on digital platforms: it's User Generated Capitalism. An army of micro-
entrepreneurs, freed from full-time permanent job contracts and constricting employment laws, is in 
pursuit of happiness at the frontier of the digital Wild West: Everyone will be a businessman for 
fifteen minutes! The rest of the time you keep afloat thanks to unconditional basic income – a welfare 
system perfectly compatible with Digital Capitalism's principles of deregulation and separation. 
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Left-wing criticism focusing on mass surveillance and Big Data, or lamenting the loss of hard-won 
workers' rights, falls too short. Digital Capitalism is often critizised from a pre-digital position and 
either denied or trivialized as being bound to fail by itself. 

But, Capitalism is not in the crisis, and it's not post-capitalism, either. Quite the contrary: Digital 
Capitalism has put the Kyoto-protocol on its agenda, claiming to constitute a new, post-fossil fuel 
capitalist era. With inventions such as the self-steering smart car, it challenges Fordism on its very 
own ground, redefining its iconic product – the automobile – as a mobile IT-service. 

Timo Daum is a professor for Media Studies and Digital Economy. He has studied Physics and 
worked for a long time in the IT-sector. He holds lectures and seminaries about digital capitalism, 
for example on the »Re:publica 2017«.

www.edition-nautilus.de
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Marie Rotkopf  
Antiromantisches Manifest
Eine poetische Lösung

Edition Nautilus
144 pagine 
€ 14,90 

Il  manifesto  anti-romantico  è  un  testo  polemico  che indica  l'estraneità  come l'unico
modo possibile di vivere.

Wir versuchen,  die  verschiedenen paternalistisch-untergründigen  Erscheinungen zu  entschleiern  und deren Formen zu
bekämpfen.
Die Ikonen müssen wir zerschmettern.
Weil  wir  keine  netten  Spektakel  mehr  sehen wollen,  sind  wir  ebenfalls  gegen  die  Bewunderung  oder  Verehrung von
Menschen oder Figuren, die uns verblenden.
Wir wollen die Instrumentalisierung aufkündigen.
Wir sind gegen NGOs.
Wir erwarten, dass Femen und Pussy Riot Aktionen in den USA machen, in the paradise of  democracy and God’s own country.
Wir erkennen die Verbindung zwischen Pater-Nationalismus und Romantik.
Wir erlebten und erlitten deren Folgen schon im XX. Jahrhundert, und der Anblick von ukrainischen Nationalfahnen auf
den Tassen von Femen lässt uns nicht lachen.
Wir wollen nicht hören, dass die Romantik nicht die dandyeske Hipster-Gestalt eines braven Konservatismus ist.

Marie  Rotkopf   prende  decisamente  le  distanze  dai  nazional-romantici  come  dalla
sinistra  pop, dalle post-femministe come dai patriarchi,  daLutero come da sua madre.
Non ci saratìnno prigionieri. Il manifesto è una raccolta di considerazioni polemiche di
una donna francese che ha vissuto in Germania per dieci anni. Ma non è del tutto vero,
perché lo  è  solo  a  metà,  con  radici  franco-tedesche e  arabo-ebraiche,  e come Costa
Gavras ha detto in "Z":  “I mezzo-ebrei sono i peggiori” 
In poesie, riflessioni, brevi frammenti aggressivo-militanti e tragicomici Marie scrive che
è cinico e banale  schierarsi contro la coscienza tedesca,  la bella coscienza,  in fondo,
restando nel   destro  della  storia.  E se  la  giustizia  è  indispensabile,  le  contraddizioni
romantiche che offuscano  le idee come patria, nazione e comunità  devono finalmente
essere messe in discussione. Si tratta di idee impopolari, il patriarcato, la guerra, il potere
e la censura.

Marie Rotkopf,  è  nata  nel   1975  a  Parigi.  È  scrittrice,  artista  e
saggista. Nel 1990-91 è una studentessa Erasmus in Germania, si è
laureata in sociologia dell'arte alla Sorbona, vive ad Amburgo.  Ha
diretto il primo museo di arte contemporanea della banlieu parigina,
Nel 2007 ha fondato il gruppo di artisti franco-tedeschi Internaitonale
Surplace con Daniel Megerle.
Collabora con vari periodici e ha organizzato numerose esposizioni 
e performance. 
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Lars-Broder Keil   Sven Felix Kellerhoff   
Fake News machen Geschichte
Gerüchte und Falschmeldungen im 20. und 21. 
Jahrhundert 

Ch. Links Verlag 2017

Hardcover  13,5 x 21,0 cm
 328 pagine
14 ill. b/n

ISBN: 978-3-86153-961-2

I  pettegolezzi   e  le  false  notizie  accompagnano  la  storia  umana  sin  dall'inizio.  Le
conseguenze politiche e militari sono state spesso devastanti. Con l'avvento delle “Fake
News”, è chiaro che la  storia  delle informazioni fuorvianti  sia diventata  più ricca di
episodi e di effetti  nell'era dei social media.
Gli autori dimostrano con undici esempi del ventesimo e del ventunesimo secolo come
la  disinformazione  nel  campo  della  tensione  tra  politica,  media  e  pubblico  abbia
imboccato un corso fatale. Per questo, hanno scelto casi di importanza centrale per la
storia europea - dal periodo nazista (“L'inesistente fortezza alpina”) alla Guerra fredda
(“La  carestia  di patate  nella  DDR provocata  da coleotteri  americani)  fino ai casi  più
recenti. 

Lars-Broder Keil, nato nel 1963, ha studiato giornalismo a Lipsia. Dal 
1989 lavoro come giornalista, tra l'altro. per Freie Welt, Die Zeit e  Welt 
am Sonntag , da 1991/92 è membro dell'Accademia delle scienze di 
Berlino-Brandeburgo, dal 1999 cura la ribrica “Politiche” del Berliner 
Morgenpost, incentrato sulla storia contemporanea e la politica sociale. 

Sven Felix Kellerhoff, nato nel 1971, ha studiato storia a Berlino, si è 
laureato alla Berlin Journalism School (BJS), dal 1993 lavora come 
giornalista, dal 1997  redattore responsabile per la scienza e la cultura 
del Berliner Morgenpost, dal 2003 redattore capo del quotidiano Die Welt, 
autore di numerose pubblicazioni di libri, più recentemente: Die 
Fluchttunnel von Berlin (mit Dietmar Arnold), Berlin 2008 e Die Stasi und 
der Westen. Der Kurras-Komplex, Hamburg 2010.
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ca. 240 pages 
ISBN 978-3-86153-941-4  
Release in March 2017

Manfred Quiring

Putin’s Russian World
How the Kremlin is Dividing Europe

Russia expert Manfred Quiring takes a radically 
critical look at the Putin regime. He investigates 
the structures of this autocratic system and depicts 
the connections, generally overlooked, between 
Russian secret-service and military elites and the 
world of crime. At the same time he explores the 
ideological foundation of the new form of rule ba-
sed on the “people-leader principle” and describes 
the nationalist thinkers who paved the way for it. 
He debunks the myth of the West’s supposed pro-
mise not to expand NATO to the East, and de-
scribes its eastward expansion as the westward 
“flight” of East European states. The author analy-
zes how the Kremlin uses hybrid warfare in its at-
tempt to divide Europe, Germany being its particu-
lar target.

“Manfred Quiring’s book is splendid reading for 
all those interested in Russia and who want to take 
a peek behind the scenes of Putin’s ‘sovereign de-
mocracy’.” – Marieluise Beck (Alliance ’90/The 
Greens parliamentary group)

Manfred Quiring

Born in 1948, journalist; as of 1973 editor at 
the Berliner Zeitung and twice its Moscow 
correspondent (1982–87 and 1991–95); 
1989–90 Athens correspondent of the ADN 
news agency, 1998 to 2010 Moscow corre-
spondent for Die Welt; author of numerous 
works of non-fiction , most recently Powder 
Keg in the Caucasus: National Conflicts 
and Islamicist Threats on the Margins of 
Europe (2016).

Politics and Contemporary History
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 DIKTATOREN  
ALS   TÜRSTEHER    
 EUROPAS    

 
 
Christian Jakob  
Simone Schlindwein  
Diktatoren als Türsteher Europas  
Wie die EU ihre Grenzen nach Afrika verlagert  
 
Erscheint voraussichtlich: Oktober 2017  
Ausstattung: Broschur  
Format: 12.5 x 20.5 cm  
Seitenzahl: 220  
ISBN: 978-3-86153-959-9  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18.00 EUR  

 
Europa zieht erneut seine Grenzen durch Afrika. Migrationskontrolle - nicht nur in Form des  
Abkommens mit der Türkei - ist in der EU zu einer Frage von höchster innenpolitischer Bedeutung  
geworden. Mit Hochdruck baut sie daher ihre Beziehungen zu den Regierungen auf dem  
afrikanischen Kontinent aus. Diese sollen ihre Bürger daran hindern, nach Europa zu gelangen. Die  
EU bietet dafür milliardenschwere Militär- und Wirtschaftshilfe. Sie arbeitet mit Regimen zusammen,  
die schwere Menschenrechtsverletzungen begehen, und bildet deren Polizei und Armeen aus. Die  
Bewegungsfreiheit in Afrika wird eingeschränkt, Entwicklungshilfe wird umgewidmet und an  
Bedingungen geknüpft: Wer Migranten aufhält, bekommt dafür Geld. Am meisten profitieren  
europäische IT-Unternehmen sowie Rüstungs- und Sicherheitskonzerne. Sie erhalten äußerst  
lukrative Aufträge, um Afrikas Grenzen aufzurüsten und Hunderte Millionen Menschen biometrisch zu  
erfassen. Seit Jahren recherchieren Simone Schlindwein und Christian Jakob zu diesem Thema. Ihr  
Buch ist die erste umfassende Darstellung der neuen europäischen Afrikapolitik.Europa zieht erneut  
seine Grenzen durch Afrika.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L’Europa sposta i propri confini attraverso l'Africa. Controllo dell’emigrazione - non solo 
mediante l’accordo con la Turchia - all'interno della UE questa può diventare una questione 
della massima importanza politica. È quindi fortemente impegnata a sviluppare le relazioni con i 
governi del continente africano. Questi dovrebbero impedire ai propri cittadini di spostarsi in 
Europa. La UE offre miliardi di dollari in aiuti militari ed economici. Coopera con regimi 
responsabili di gravi violazioni dei diritti umani, e addestra la loro polizia e gli eserciti di quei 
paesi. La libertà di circolazione in Africa è limitata, gli aiuti allo sviluppo finiscono spesso nelle 
mani sbagliate. Chi alloggia migranti, intasca denaro. I maggiori vantaggi vanno alle 
aziende europee, così come alle imprese legate alla difesa e alla sicurezza corporazioni. Lucrosi 
appalti vanno a chi si occupa della sorveglianza dei confini africani con l’impiego di strumenti 
biometrici per schedare milioni di persone. Per anni, Simone Schlindwein e la Christian Jakob 
hanno indagato sull'argomento. Questo libro è la prima illustrazione  completa della nuova 
politica europea in Africa 

 
Kurzlink / weitere Informationen zum Titel:  
http://www.christoph-links-verlag.de/direkt.cfm?titel_nr=959  
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Samuel Beckett Is Closed
MICHAEL COFFEY

“A clever exploration of  the ways in which art 
gives life meaning...shrewd. A stimulating and 
singular work.” —Publishers Weekly

Published by Foxrock Books in collaboration with OR 
Books 

Hardcover -208 pages

A  baseball  game.  Officially  sanctioned  torture.  A  chance  encounter  at  a  bar.  A
conversation between a parent and child. News reports of  terrorist attacks.
These—plus a meditation on the transformative power of  the undying work of  Samuel
Beckett—make up the interwoven strands of  this short work by poet and critic Michael
Coffey.  Written  according  to  a  sequence  laid  out  by  Beckett  in  his  notes  to  the
unpublished “Long Observation of  the Ray,” of  which only six manuscript pages exist,
this rhythm of  themes and genres comprises a complex, mesmerizing work of  fiction
that has its roots in reality. 

Michael  Coffey received  his  B.A.  in  English  at  the
University  of  Notre  Dame  and  an  M.A.  from  Leeds
University  in  Anglo-Irish  Literature.  Former  co-editorial
director at Publishers Weekly, he has published three books of
poems, a collection of  short stories, a book about baseball’s
perfect  games,  and  co-edited  a  book  about  Irish
immigration to America. 

“In his new book—part memoir, part criticism, and part poetry—Michael Coffey deftly weaves
multiple voices into a fractured but unified whole that strongly resonates with the digital age. 
Highly addictive, fiercely challenging, and lusciously readable—if  you ever wondered what 
Beckett might sound like in the twenty-first century, this is it.”

 —Kenneth Goldsmith, author of  Fidget, Day, Capital, and Wasting Time on the Internet 
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—Diario Las Américas, Miami

The History of  Havana
DICK CLUSTER and RAFAEL HERNÁNDEZ

OR Books 2017

320 pages with index • Paperback 
Illustrated with black-and-white photographs and maps. 

For close to 500 years, Havana has been a cultural crossroads, a meeting point for people from the
Americas, Europe, and Africa. Here, in a revised and updated edition of  a classic history co-written by
a Cuban and an American, is the definitive chronicle of  the “Pearl of  the Antilles.”

“The  name  of  the  city,”  write  the  authors,  “La  Habana  or  La  Havana,  comes  from  Spanish
transcriptions of  an indigenous word. But in ensuing years many came to believe that the name derived
from haven and harbor, which the city has always been in both a physical and a social sense.” Since its
founding in 1519, Havana has drawn people from all over the world, including explorers, entrepreneurs,
refugees, and the exiled, to create a melting pot of  influences and cultures with a very distinct history.
Authors Dick Cluster and Rafael Hernández examine not only the ruptures in the city’s life, but its
continuities as well. The traditions that make the city unique, such as its idiosyncratic combination of
territorialism and hospitality, or its proclivity for protest, reveal a drive for change as an integral element
of  its character. Drawing on oral histories and cultural artifacts with grace and precision, The History of
Havana chronicles the city’s dynamic culture and politics, making it a superbly well-rounded account of
the most intriguing city in the Caribbean. 

Dick Cluster landed in Havana’s José Martí airport for the first time in 1969 and has 
been fascinated by the city ever since, exploring it by foot, bicycle, city bus, tour bus, 
car, ferry, and other means. An Oakland resident, he is a translator of  Latin American 
literature, most recently editing and translating the collection Kill the Ámpaya: The Best 
Latin American Baseball Fiction and Mylene Fernández Pintado’s novel of  contemporary
Havana, A Corner of  the World .

Rafael Hernández is the editor of  Temas, a Cuban quarterly in the field of  history,
culture, economics, and politics. Hernández has been visiting professor and researcher
at Columbia, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, the Woodrow Wilson Center, Tulane, and the
University of  Puerto Rico. His essay collection Looking at Cuba won the Cuban Critics
Award in 2000, and was published by the University Press of  Florida in 2003.
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Trump U.
THE INSIDE STORY OF TRUMP UNIVERSITY
by STEPHEN GILPIN

OR Books 2018

246 pages 

“Stephen: great job!” —Donald J. Trump

The first insider account straight from Trump University, by one of  its in-house
real estate coaches and mentors.
While the rants of  the President of  the United States seem inescapable, and we know his
opinion on all things, we’ve yet to hear from someone who was at the heart of  one of
his signature outrages—Trump University, the infamous and elaborate scheme to con
hundreds of  earnest citizens out of  their hard-earned dollars.
Until now.
Stephen Gilpin,  a self-taught expert at leveraging properties,  was once upon a time a
great  admirer  of  Donald  J.  Trump.  When he was  asked to  join  Trump University’s
Trump  Entrepreneur  Initiative  as  a  “Master  Real  Estate  Coach,”  he  jumped  at  the
chance.  Little did he know that he would become an unwilling participant in a wide-
ranging fraud that resulted in investigations, multiple lawsuits, and $25 million in fines.
Here is  the  true story  of  what  it  was  like  to work for  the man who became 45th
President of  the United States.

Stephen Gilpin was born in Pittston, PA. He has taught real
estate  for  more  than  a  decade,  and  has  initiated  and  sealed
numerous deals in Florida, New York,  Boston and elsewhere.
He lives in New York City. 

“After pouring myself  a double bourbon on the rocks, I sat down and realized that I had a tough choice to make. As a
Trump University insider, I was either going to testify for the State and give evidence against Trump University, or I was

going to go with Donald Trump and support the university.”
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Desperately Seeking Self-Improvement
A YEAR INSIDE THE OPTIMIZATION MOVEMENT
by CARL CEDERSTRÖM and ANDRÉ SPICER

OR Books 2017
320 pages • Paperback ISBN 978-1-682191-02-6 • E-book 978-1-
682191-03-3

Chosen for PW's "Big Indie Books for Fall"
Rights now licensed:
complex Chinese
Korea
Germany

“Two crazy people try numerous crazy strategies, all so I don't have to. I call that a result!”
—Lee Child, author
“Brilliantly sardonic.” —The Guardian, on Cederström and Spicer’s The Wellness Syndrome

In these pages, the authors of  the widely-acclaimed The Wellness Syndrome throw themselves headlong
into the world of  self-optimization, a burgeoning movement that seeks to transcend the limits placed
on us by being merely human, whether the feebleness of  our bodies or our mental incapacities.

Cederström and Spicer,  though willing guinea  pigs  in  an  extraordinary  (and sometimes  downright
dangerous)  range  of  techniques  and  technologies,  had  hitherto  undertaken  little  by  way  of  self-
improvement. They had rarely seen the inside of  a gym, let alone utilized apps that deliver electric
shocks in pursuit of  improved concentration. But, in the course of  a year spent researching this book,
they  wore head-bands designed to  optimize  meditation,  attempted to boost their  memory through
learning  associative  techniques  (and  failed  to  be  admitted  to  MENSA),  trained  for  weightlifting
competitions, wrote what they (still)  hope might become a bestselling Scandinavian detective story,
enrolled in motivational seminars and tantra sex workshops, attended new-age retreats and man-camps,
underwent  plastic  surgery,  and  experimented  with  vibrators  and  productivity  drugs.  André  even
addressed a London subway car whilst (nearly) naked in an attempt to boost attention.

Somewhat surprisingly, the two young professors survived this year of  rigorous research. Further, they
have drawn deeply on it  to produce a hilarious and eye-opening book. Written in the form of  two
parallel  diaries,  Desperately  Seeking  Self-Improvement provides  a  biting  analysis  of  the  narcissism  and
individual competitiveness that increasingly pervades a culture in which social solutions are receding
and individual self-improvement is the only option left.

Carl Cederström is Associate Professor at Stockholm Business School, Stockholm University and the
co-author or co-editor of  five books. His writing has appeared in The New York Times, The Guardian, The
Atlantic and Harvard Business Review. 

André Spicer is Professor at Cass Business School, City University London and the co-author or co-
editor of  five books. His writing has appeared in  The Guardian,  Financial Times,  Times,  Independent and
CNN. 
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Divining Desire
FOCUS GROUPS AND THE CULTURE OF 
CONSULTATION

LIZA FEATHERSTONE

OR Books 2017
254 pages • 

“In her wonderful book, Liza Featherstone helps us penetrate this ‘culture of  consultation’—
and recognize that actually we are living in a culture of  cooptation where weighing in is more 
of  an illusion than a reality, one that helps legitimize the power of  elites.”
—Lizabeth Cohen, author of  A Consumers’ Republic
[A] brilliantly conceived and elegantly written book. Divining Desire is essential for anyone 
trying to understand how business and political elites connect with their desired audience—or 
fail to.” 
—James Ledbetter, editor of  Inc. magazine, and author of  One Nation under Gold
“In this deeply researched, slyly funny book, Featherstone takes us ‘behind the mirror’ to show
us how the economic ritual of  the focus group reflects our deepest, most secret political 
longings: not for better consumer products, but for a deeper role in our democracy. Essential 
reading for anyone interested in the history of  capitalism, economic life and social change.”
—Kim Phillips-Fein, author of  Fear City

Over the course of  the last century, the focus group has become an increasingly vital
part of  the way companies and politicians sell their products and policies. Few areas of
life, from salad dressing to health care legislation to our favorite TV shows, have been
left untouched by the questions put to controlled groups about what they do and don’t
like. Divining Desire is the first-ever popular survey of  this rich topic. 
In a lively, sweeping history, Liza Featherstone traces the surprising roots of  the focus
group in early-twentieth century European socialism, its subsequent use by the “Mad
Men” of  Madison Avenue, and its widespread deployment today. She also explores such
famous “failures”  of  the method as the doomed launch of  the Ford Edsel  with its
vagina shaped radiator grille,  and the even more ill-fated attempt to introduce a new
flavor of  Coca Cola (which prompted street protests from devotees of  the old formula).

Liza Featherstone is a journalist  based in New York City and a contributing editor to  The Nation,
where she also writes the advice column “Asking for a Friend.” Her work has appeared in the New York
Times,  Ms.,  and  Rolling  Stone among  many  other  outlets.  She  is  the  co-author  of  Students  against
Sweatshops: The Making of  a Movement (Verso, 2002) and author of  Selling Women Short:  The Landmark
Battle for Workers’ Rights at Wal-Mart (Basic, 2004). She is the editor of  False Choices: The Faux Feminism of
Hillary Clinton (Verso, 2016). 
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With Ash on Their Faces
YEZIDI WOMEN AND THE ISLAMIC 
STATE
by CATHY OTTEN

OR Books 2017

Cover illustration by MOLLY CRABAPPLE

180 pages 

“This is an intelligent and perceptive book about one of  the great tragedies of  our age. It is also an 
inspiring story of  resistance and survival that everybody should read.” —Patrick Cockburn

“Woven through with heart-breaking, terrifying accounts of  its survivors, and demanding an 
understanding of  their community’s historical persecution, Otten’s searing chronicle of  ISIS’ genocide 
of  the Yezidis is compelling and devastatingly necessary.”
—Sareta Ashraph, former Analyst, UN Commission of  Inquiry on Syria

“There are two constants in the modern history of  genocides: they are recognized too late and their 
victims, particularly if  they are women, are presented as passive sufferers. Cathy Otten’s important and 
morally urgent book tells the story of  an ongoing crime and a history of  strength and resistance. Told 
with great care but with neither sentiment nor sensationalism, With Ash on Their Faces, needs to be read 
by all those who care about justice—and by those too occupied with global power to care.” —Lyndsey 
Stonebridge, author of  The Judicial Imagination
“Otten tells the Yezidis’ remarkable story with a deft and detailed hand in this revealing account of  
suffering, endurance and survival. An essential read for anyone interested in the plight and resilience of
one of  Iraq’s most persecuted minorities.” —Anthony Loyd

Otten tells the story of  the ISIS attacks, the mass enslavements of  Yezidi women and
the  fallout  from the  disaster.  She challenges  common perceptions of  Yezidi  female
victimhood by focusing on stories of  resistance passed down by generations. 
Yezidi women describe how, in the recent conflict, they followed the tradition of  their
ancestors who, a century ago during persecutions at the fall of  the Ottoman empire, put
ash  on  their  faces  to  make  themselves  unattractive  and  try  to  avoid  being  raped.  

Cathy  Otten is  a  British  writer  and  journalist  based  in  Iraqi
Kurdistan.  She  writes  for  a  range  of  publications  including  the
Independent,  Newsweek,  BBC,  TIME,  Vogue,  Politico,  Monocle,  the
Guardian and the Telegraph. She is a regular commentator on TV and
radio, talking about Iraq and the war with ISIS. 
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Assuming Boycott
RESISTANCE, AGENCY AND CULTURAL PRODUCTION

Edited by KAREEM ESTEFAN, CARIN KUONI, and LAURA 
RAICOVICH

ORBooks 2017
230 pages 

Boycott and divestment are  essential  tools for activists around the globe.  Today’s organizers  target
museums,  universities,  corporations,  and  governments  to  curtail  unethical  sources  of  profit,
discriminatory practices, or human rights violations. They leverage cultural production – and challenge
its institutional supports – helping transform situations in the name of  social justice. 
The refusal to participate in an oppressive system has long been one of  the most powerful weapons in
the organizer’s arsenal. Since the days of  the 19th century Irish land wars, when Irish tenant farmers
defied the actions of  Captain Charles Boycott and English landlords, “boycott” has been a method
that’s shown its effectiveness time and again. In the 20th century, it notably played central roles in the
liberation of  India and South Africa and the struggle for civil rights in the U.S.: the 1955 Montgomery
bus boycott is generally seen as a turning point in the movement against segregation. 
Assuming Boycott is the essential reader for today’s creative leaders and cultural practitioners, including
original  contributions  by  artists,  scholars,  activists,  critics,  curators  and  writers  who  examine  the
historical precedent of  South Africa; the current cultural boycott of  Israel; freedom of  speech and self-
censorship;  and  long-distance  activism.  Far  from  withdrawal  or  cynicism,  boycott  emerges  as  a
productive tool of  creative and productive engagement.
Including  essays  by  Nasser  Abourahme,  Ariella  Azoulay,  Tania  Bruguera,  Noura  Erakat,  Kareem
Estefan, Mariam Ghani with Haig Aivazian,  Nathan  Gray and Ahmet Öğüt,  Chelsea Haines,  Sean
Jacobs,  Yazan  Khalili,  Carin  Kuoni and Laura  Raicovich,  Svetlana Mintcheva,  Naeem  Mohaiemen,
Hlonipha  Mokoena,  John  Peffer,  Joshua  Simon,  Ann  Laura  Stoler,  Radhika  Subramaniam,  Eyal
Weizman and Kareem Estefan, and Frank B. Wilderson III.

THE EDITORS:
Kareem  Estefan is  an  art  critic,  writer,  editor,  and  doctoral
candidate  in  Brown  University’s  Modern  Culture  and  Media
department, 

Carin Kuoni is  a  curator  and editor  whose  work examines how
contemporary artistic  practices  reflect and inform social,  political
and cultural conditions. She is  Director/Curator of  the Vera List
Center for Art and Politics at The New School and teaches there 
 

Laura Raicovich is President and Executive Director of  The Queens Museum of  the City of  New
York. A champion of  socially engaged art practices that address the most pressing social, political, and
ecological issues of  our times, she has defined her career with artist-driven projects and programs.
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Homeland Security Ate My Speech
MESSAGES FROM THE END OF THE WORLD
ARIEL DORFMAN

OR Books 2017 
224 pages 
“A literary grandmaster.” —Time
“One of  the greatest novelists coming out of  Latin America.”
—Newsweek
“A world novelist of  the first order.” —The Washington Post
“[Dorfman] has written movingly and often 
brilliantly of  the cultural dislocations and political 
fractures of  his dual heritage.” —The New York Times

Combining elements of  memoir,  political theory,  satire,  and literary criticism, literary
legend Ariel Dorfman’s latest book is an emotionally raw yet measured assessment of
the United States after the election of  Donald Trump, highlighting the troubling parallels
between Trump and repressive regimes of  the past. Specifically,  Dorfman relates the
election of  Trump to the CIA-led coup that installed Pinochet as dictator in Chile: an
event that upended Dorfman’s life, as well as the fate of  the country. With corruption
and repression  looming,  he wonders,  can  the  United States  avoid  the same kind of
political interference it practiced in the past?
Reflecting Dorfman’s virtuosity across genres, the essays of  Homeland Security Ate My Speech are concise,
yet highly original and playful; one takes the form of  a letter from a sixteenth-century King of  Spain to
Donald Trump, praising him for his intolerance, and urging a revival of  the Inquisition, while another
begins with Dorfman’s memory of  seeing a monster movie as a child (“I can remember gripping my
mother’s hand tight”) and segues into a thoughtful meditation on how America created Trump via
Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein. Dorfman brings a rich array of  literary references to his discussion
of  America’s  current  malaise;  other  authors  he  invokes  include  Faulkner,  Shakespeare,  Cervantes,
Melville, Lewis Carroll, and Dave Eggers.

Born in Argentina in 1942, Ariel Dorfman spent ten years as a child in New
York,  until  his  family  was  forced  out  of  the  United  States  by  the  anti-
communist frenzy stirred by Joe McCarthy. The Dorfmans ended up in Chile,
where  Ariel  spent  his  adolescence  and  youth,  living  through  the  Allende
revolution  and the subsequent  resistance  inside  Chile,  and abroad after the
dictatorship  that  overthrew  Allende  in  1973.  Accompanied  by  his  wife
Angélica, he wandered the globe as an exile, finally settling down in the United
States, where he is now Walter Hines Emeritus Professor of  Literature at Duke
University. Dorfman’s acclaimed work, which includes the play and film “Death
and the Maiden” (currently being revived on Broadway), and the classic text
about cultural imperialism, How to Read Donald Duck, covers almost every genre
available (plays, novels, short stories, fiction, essays, journalism, opinion pieces,
memoirs, screenplays)
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Ours to Hack and to Own
THE RISE OF PLATFORM 

COOPERATIVISM, A NEW VISION FOR 

THE FUTURE OF WORK AND A FAIRER 

INTERNET

Edited by TREBOR SCHOLZ and NATHAN 
SCHNEIDER

ORBooks  2016

272 pages 

Here, for the first time in one volume, are some of  the most cogent thinkers and doers
on the subject of  the cooptation of  the Internet, and how we can resist and reverse the
process. The activists who have put together  Ours to Hack and to Own argue for a new
kind of  online economy: platform cooperativism, which combines the rich heritage of
cooperatives  with  the  promise  of  21st-century  technologies,  free  from  monopoly,
exploitation, and surveillance. 
The on-demand economy is  reversing the rights and protections workers fought for
centuries  to  win.  Ordinary  Internet  users,  meanwhile,  retain  little  control  over  their
personal data. While promising to be the great equalizers, online platforms have often
exacerbated social  inequalities.  Can the Internet  be owned and governed differently?
What if  Uber drivers set up their own platform, or if  a city’s residents controlled their
own version of  Airbnb? This book shows that another kind of  Internet is possible—and
that, in a new generation of  online platforms, it is already taking shape. 

The editors:
Trebor Scholz, scholar-activist, is Associate Professor for Culture & Media at The New
School in NYC, where he convenes the Digital Labor conference series. Among other
books, he is the author of  Uber-Worked and Underpaid: How Workers are Taking Back the
Digital Economy. 
Nathan Schneider is  a  Scholar-in-Residence  of  media  studies  at  the  University  of
Colorado, Boulder.  He has  written for  Harper’s,  The Nation,  The New York Times,  The
Catholic  Worker,  and other publications. His most  recent book is  Thank You,  Anarchy:
Notes from the Occupy Apocalypse. 
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The Animals’ Vegan Manifesto
SUE COE

OR Books 

Publication March 16, 2017 • 122 pages 

Sue Coe’s advocacy of  animal rights is unmatched in its eloquence, forcefulness, and lasting
impact.  She  does  so  with  a  combination  of  extraordinary  images  and  few  words.  In  her
unstinting insistence on tolerance and love, Coe brings us to a life-affirming philosophy that
values compassion over greed, community over self, and life over capital.
In  115  black-and-white  woodcut  illustrations  for  The  Animals’  Vegan  Manifesto,  Sue  Coe
unleashes an  outraged  cry  for action  that  takes  its  rightful  place  alongside the  other  great
manifestoes of  history. As a prize-winning artist, she bears witness to unspeakable crimes, and
has long advocated that  we human beings must take  more responsibility  for ourselves,  our
fellow species, and the planet. Her illustrations, in the tradition of  Goya, Kollwitz, and Grosz,
will be familiar to many; her paintings, drawings and prints have been exhibited in galleries and
museum around the world, including New York’s Museum of  Modern Art. 
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Le Socialisme sauvage
Essai sur l'auto-organisation et la démocratie directe dans
les luttes de 1789 à nos jours
Charles Reeve
L'échappée  2018
320 pages | 13 x 20 cm
20 euros | isbn 978-23730903-5-2 

Désastre généralisé et crise de la représentation nous incitent à penser au présent le vieux
principe  de  la  démocratie  directe,  qui  prit  forme  en  1789,  traversa  les  époques
révolutionnaires, pour se trouver à nouveau dans les mouvements de contestation. Le
principe  d’autogouvernement  s’y  est  toujours  heurté  aux  principes  autoritaires  de
représentation permanente.
Les soviets des révolutions russes et les conseils de la révolution allemande des années
1920 ont été deux expressions puissantes de cette promesse pour l’avenir, et se trouvent
au coeur des réflexions développées dans ce livre. Car si le dénouement de la révolution
russe a glacé pour un siècle le mouvement ouvrier, liant l’idée de socialisme à celle du
totalitarisme de parti unique, l’expérience, courte mais riche, de la révolution allemande
s’est  révélée  proche  des  mouvements  contemporains,  de  Mai  68  au  mouvement
assembléiste  du 15M en Espagne,  en  passant  par  Occupy aux États-Unis  et  par  les
Printemps  arabes.  Les  courants  spontanés,  autonomes  et  émancipateurs  des
mouvements sociaux ont toujours été rejetés par les chefs du socialisme avant-gardiste et
qualifiés de « sauvages », car leur échappant.

Même s’il n’est pas stricto sensu une histoire du mouvement socialiste, ce livre en revisite
de  grands  moments.  Il  les  étudie  et  les  discute  à  travers  le  prisme  de  conceptions
hérétiques et « sauvages », et garde à l’esprit la perspective de l’émancipation, encore et
toujours.

Né  à  Lisbonne en  1945,  Charles  Reeve vit  à  Paris  depuis  sa  désertion  de  l’armée
coloniale portugaise en 1967. Il est l’auteur de plusieurs essais, dont Le Tigre de papier, sur
le développement du capitalisme en Chine, 1949-1971 (Spartacus, 1972) ;  La Mémoire et le feu.
Portugal,  l’envers  du  décor  de  l’Euroland (L’Insomniaque,  2006)  et  China  blues (avec  Hsi
Hsuan-wou, Verticales / Gallimard, 2008). 
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2015 | Paperback
288 pages | 14 x 20,5 cm 
Materials: Book available

AUTHOR
Writer and philosopher, eriC sadin 
has been studying the hidden 
effects of technology for many 
years. He frequently writes articles 
and columns in french newspa-
pers (Le Monde, Libération…) and 
gives conferences in prestigious 
academic institutions. He is also 
the author of two other books 
published by L’échappée, La Sili-
colonisation du monde (2016)  
and La Vie algorithmique (2015).

 ESSAY! 

ALGORITHMIC LIFE
CRITIQUE OF DIGITAL REASONING
ERIC SADIN

This book examines in great details the movement of 
rationalization and quantification of each and every 
aspect of life.

Digitalization at work over the past thirty years has now 
conquered a vast segment of reality via the expansion of 
captors and smart devices. Data flows influence individual 
and collective decisions through algorithms, which aim 
to optimize, improve and secure our existence and socie-
ties. Information technologies impose a new mode of 
rationality, based on an apprehension and evaluation of 
facts in real time, to organize the exercise of trading, tea-
ching, medicine, our relationships with others, self, the 
city, and where we live…
Using a plethora of examples, this book examines the inte-
gral quantification and merchandizing of life, and demons-
trates how the industry of data processing now has the 
capacity to undermine many fundamental democratic 
pillars. 
With rare lucidity and precise writing, Eric Sadin unveils 
the unfathomable and lends us a detailed cartography of 
the forces operating… Observations and reflections 
sketching out a new human condition, calling for the poli-
ticization of issues resulting from the steadily-increasing 
totalizing power of computational systems.
 

PRESS
“A well-informed and intelligent essay, profuse in inte-
resting facts and ideas.” ➮ Le Monde

“Eric Sadin inspects with great precision the disturbing 
digitalization of humanity.” ➮ L’Humanité
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2010 | Paperback
280 pages | 12 x 18,5 cm 
Materials: Book available

AUTHOR
The libertarian leaning magazine 
oFFensiVe takes a critical look at  
an important topic each trimester. 

 ESSAY! 

ENTERTAIN TO DOMINATE
MASS CULTURE VS. THE PEOPLE
OFFENSIVE

More than a system of economic exploitation, capita-
lism is a culture and a way of life that leads to the 
domestication of the people. 

The development of mass culture has brought an erosion 
of autonomous forms of popular culture and a dissolution 
of social ties, in favor of an artificial world made of isola-
ted individuals, i.e. the foundation of a consumer society.
Thus capitalism cannot be simply reduced to a system 
of economic exploitation. It represents a “complex social 
fact”, relying on the interiorization of an imaginary world 
linked to the development of a permanent culture of 
entertainment. This standardization of behavior and 
desires presents itself as an emancipation from any sort 
of constraint (social, spatial, temporal, etc.). Overestima-
ted and triumphant, mass culture (American series, new 
technologies, soccer, video games, etc.) even finds advo-
cates among so-called anti-establishment intellectuals.
It is therefore urgent and necessary to bring to light a 
critical analysis of capitalistic lifestyle, demonstrating 
how our civilization of leisure participates in the 
domestication of individuals.
 
Rights sold to Galapagos (Korea)
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2013 | Paperback
160 pages | 12 x 18,5 cm 
Materials: Book available

AUTHOR
eriC sadin alternates between  
literary and theoretical works, 
he is notably the author of Tokyo 
(POL, 2005), Surveillance Globale 
(Climats/Flammarion, 2009) 
and La Société de l’anticipation 
(Inculte, 2011). His clairvoyant 
analyses of a technological 
environment becoming endlessly 
more sophisticate has earned 
ever-increasing coverage.

 ESSAY! 

AUGMENTED HUMANITY 
THE WORLD’S DIGITAL ADMINISTRATION
ERIC SADIN

This sharp and intense essay depicts how human beings 
are overwhelmed by their own technologies, which are 
now able to make decisions for them.

The digital revolution is about to reach its goal, linking 
virtually all beings, places and things. This new era is cha-
racterized by the steady sophistication of computational 
intelligence, offering itself up as a cognitively augmented 
organism available to all. It has the power to dig through 
networks, collect and analyze pertinent data, map out an 
infinite amount of global and local situations, and to offer 
or project in real time reassuring or optimal solutions.
Following the example of the algorithms fueling auto-
matic trading, clairvoyant robots are authorized to make 
decisions for us, contributing to an underhanded and 
expansive shift of power to machines, marginalizing 
humanity whose intellectual attributes find themselves 
partially eclipsed by their own creations. 
In this remarkable and incisive essay, Eric Sadin explores 
numerous phenomena already at work and expected to 
considerably expand throughout the coming years. He 
signals the troubling emergence of a sort of parallel 
humanity, built of intelligent electronic flow dedicated to 
administering “for the best and with the least risk” our 
21st century world. 
  
Rights sold to Caja Negra Editora (Argentina)

PRESS
“In a brilliant essay, Eric Sadin analyses the anthropolo-
gical effects of the new hybridization between the hu-
man body and digital codes For Eric Sadin, author of 
this subtle, thoughtful essay, we’re living out the end of 
the digital revolution to emerge in an “era of technical 
intelligence”, i.e. the ability of automated systems to 
manage our lives.” ➮ Les Inrockuptibles
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2016 | Paperback
176 pages | 17 x 23 cm 
paperback with illustrations
Materials: Book available

AUTHOR
anne steiner, assistant professor  
in the sociology department of the 
University of Nanterre, explores 
the individualist anarchist 
movement. She is the author 
alongside Loic Debray of RAF. 
Guérilla urbaine en Europe 
occidentale published by  
L’échappée editions. 

 VISUAL ARTS! 

THE TIME OF REVOLTS
A HISTORY IN POSTCARDS DEPICTING SOCIAL STRUGGLE  
DURING “THE GOOD OLD DAYS”
ANNE STEINER

Combining stories and postcards, this book dives into 
workers’ and farmers’ revolts during the Belle Epoque.

In the years preceding WW1, social conflict multiplied 
across France in nearly all sectors of activity. Behind 
demands concerning the workday, salaries, new rules, 
union parties, a constant struggle for the acknowledge-
ment of work and know-how was brought into question. 
In answer to the harshness of these struggles, often com-
pared to old-time jacqueries, the answer was repressive 
brutality. Troupes charged forth, mutilating and killing, 
and prison terms rained down on demonstrators and 
union members.
These years of social combat correspond to the golden 
age of the postcard, whose production exploded between 
1900 and 1914. At a time when press photographs were 
rare and of mediocre quality, it was through this original 
media that the highlights of these urban or rural revolts 
were set down on paper: processions, barricades, dragoon 
onslaughts, sabotaged machines, the burning of bosses’ 
houses, but also communist soup kitchens, celebrations 
and meetings.
Focusing on narratives and images, this book propels us 
into the heart of these eventful times, allowing us to dis-
cover the life and jobs of the women and men who were 
its valorous protagonists.
  

PRESS
“In a beautiful work, historian Anne Steiner provides a 
glimpse of social conflict in the beginning of the last 
century… in postcards! Original and fascinating.”
 ➮ L’Humanité

“This narrative is illustrated with numerous postcards, 
key media of the times: an influential moment of the 
militant workers’ movement.” ➮ Alternatives économiques
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2017 | Paperback
300 pages | 16,5 x 22,5 cm 
Materials: Book available

 PHILOSOPHY! 

THE ORIGINS OF DEGROWTH
50 THINKERS
DIRECTED BY CEDRIC BIAGINI, PIERRE THIESSET AND DAVID MURRAY

A clear and informational presentation of the movement 
of degrowth and political ecology, with 50 illustrated 
portraits.

Industrial civilization didn’t establish itself without any 
fights. Great critical minds have always fought against 
the demise of workers and farmers, against the destruc-
tion of the environment and the disruption of lifestyles, 
against the power of the market and the power of 
machines over people.
Among these famous predecessors, these 50 thinkers give 
us food for thought, for those of us who aspire to a society 
where human beings are at the center, and not a society 
controlled by the megamachine. Their deep, timeless 
and clear-headed thoughts are told in a clear and ins-
tructional way. They radically question the cult of growth, 
the calculating spirit, our faith in technology, our alie-
nation to products…

 THE 50 THINKERS

Edward Abbey | Günther Anders | Hannah Arendt | Georges 
Bernanos | Murray Bookchin | Albert Camus | Edward 
Carpenter | Cornelius Castoriadis | Bernard Charbonneau 
| Jean Chesneaux | Gilbert Keith Chesterton | Barry Com-
moner | Ananda K. Coomaraswamy | Guy Debord | Lanza 
del Vasto | Jacques Ellul | Pierre Fournier | Michel Freitag 
| Gandhi | Patrick Geddes | Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen 
| Jean Giono | Paul Goodman | André Gorz | Alexandre 
Grothendieck | Michel Henry | Aldous Huxley | Ivan Illich 
| Robert Jaulin | Stanley Jevons | Leopold Kohr | Gustav 
Landauer | Christopher Lasch | Ned Ludd | Dwight Mac-
donald | Herbert Marcuse | William Morris | Lewis Mum-
ford | George Orwell | François Partant | Pier Paolo Paso-
lini | John Cowper Powys | Majid Rahnema | John Ruskin 
| Ernst F. Schumacher | Jaime Semprun | Rabindranath 
Tagore | Henry David Thoreau | Léon Tolstoï | Simone Weil

PRESS
“This book has everything to become a mandatory refe-
rence, for those who would like to find out about two 
centuries of critical thoughts about technical moderni-
ty as well as for those who already know about it but 
want to deepen their knowledge about this school of 
thought.” ➮ La Vie



Paris Mystères 

Le grand historien Jean-Marc Léri, merveilleux conteur,
fin  connaisseur  de Paris,  explore  les  grands mystères
indissociables de l’histoire de la capitale: Le fantôme de
l’opéra  –  Les  secrets  des  templiers  –  Nicolas  Flamel
l’alchimiste – Poisons et messes noires à la Cour du roi
– Paris post-mortem – Allan  Kardec et  le spiritisme.
Ces énigmes historiques, fruit de ses recherches depuis
plus  de quarante  ans,  Jean-Marc  Léri  les  a  racontées
dans  des  carnets,  à  l’origine  de  la  série  télé.  Elles
révèlent un Paris étrange et fascinant.

Du suspense,  de  la  découverte,  de  la  culture… En six  chapitres  illustrés  de  photos
documentaires  et  d’images  des  films,  ce  livre,  présenté  comme un  carnet,  plonge le
lecteur dans un Paris tel qu’on ne l’a encore jamais vu.
Un livre cartonné cousu très: bel objet.
Auteurs: 

Jean-Marc Léri a été Président de la Société de l’Histoire de
Paris, directeur des Archives et bibliothèques du Louvre et des
musées nationaux, directeur pendant vingt-et-un ans du musée
Carnavalet, de la crypte archéologique de Notre-Dame et des
Catacombes. Il a publié plusieurs ouvrages sur Paris. 

Christophe Pascal vit à Paris et travaille comme auteur, 
concepteur, redacteur, scenographe et producteur.

Bayard -Collection HISTOIRE 
Date de parution : 15/11/2017 
Prix: 24,90 € 
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For the first time, Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt confides in his 
readers, evoking his childhood with poignant sincerity, his 
many vocations, his life… Who was that little boy called Eric-
Emmanuel, in Lyon in the 60s? What stories were already 
buzzing in his head? We discover his formative years, his 
environment, his dreams his regrets…  
 
The many intimate details he shares about his life, his 
values, his numerous activities, his take on the meaning of 
life, of art, make this book a truly exceptional and precious 
one. His readers – a vast number - will devour chapter after 
chapter to enter into the author’s most private existence. 
We get to know an author, a playwright, a philosopher: very 
different from the clichés some people hold. And so much 
more surprising.  

Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt is one of France’s most widely read and performed authors throughout the world. His 
plays have received several Molière awards and the Grand Prix du théâtre de l’Académie française. His books 
have been translated into 44 languages. Recent figures show him to be the author most frequently studied in 
secondary schools. In 2016, Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt was unanimously elected member of the Goncourt jury. 
The impressive number of books he has written (Albin Michel) are all  chart-topping best-sellers. 

15/02/2017 
16,90 € 
250 pages 
145 x 190 mm 
 
Literature 

A publishing event! For the first time,  
Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt opens his heart and mind to 

tell the ‘novel of his childhood’. 

 The author’s exceptional fame and 
the outstanding success of his 
books. 

 
 

 
 A new series forthcoming, 

‘L’Atelier de l’enfance’ (subject to 
confirmation: Yasmina Khadra, Eric 
Orsenna…) directed by Catherine 
Lalanne, editor-in-chief of Pélerin 

LITERATURE 



Two heroes, two destinies, two paths of life. One is angry, faces 
up to things, feels confident and trusts friends. The other is 
suspicious of everyone, ruses and flees contact.  
 
Must we choose between the two paths? A rich reflection on 
what mythology tells us about ourselves. 

 Pierre Judet de La Combe is a Hellenist, director of research at the CNRS and at the EHESS in History 
and Philology. He has translated greek poetry and theatre and has published books such as Les 
tragédies grecques sont-elles tragiques ? Théâtre et théorie, Bayard (2010) and L’Avenir des anciens. 
Oser lire les Grecs et les Latins (Albin Michel, 2016). 

20/09/2017 
12,90 € 
80 pages 
178 x 123 mm 
 
Litterature 

Who to be : Achille or Ulysse ? 

 
 

 Quality of the text : 
lively, original and 
inspiring 

 
 In the series « Les 

petites conférences » 
 
 

LES PETITES CONFÉRENCES/ LITTÉRATURE 

4 



 Jean-Marc Lévy-Leblond is a physician and a philosophe, a professor at the University of Nice, essayist 
and editor. He has published many books including L’esprit de sel (Fayard), La pierre de touche, La 
science à l’épreuve (Folio Essais) and La science expliqué à mes petits-enfants and L’atome expliqué à 
mes petits-enfants (Seuil). 

20/09/2017 
12,90 € 
80 pages 
178 x 123 mm 
 
Sciences  

Why is the sky blue, the sun yellow and the night black?  

 
 Quality of the text : 

lively, original and 
inspiring 
 

 Pictures with the text 
 
 In the series « Les petites 

conférences » 
 
 

LES PETITES CONFÉRENCES/ PHYSICS Jean-Marc Lévy-Leblond 

 
 
 

Les couleurs du ciel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Les petites conférences 
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Celestial phenomena explained to all by one of France's 
most distinguished scientists. 



Antoine Andremont is an international expert in the field of study of the resistance of bacterium to 
antibiotics. Professor at the University Paris-Diderot and chief of the bacteriology service of Hôpital Bichat-
Claude-Bernard, he works regularly for the WHO. He has published Le triomphe des bactéries : la fin des 
antibiotiques ? (Max Milo, 2010) and Antibiotiques, le naufrage (Bayard, 2014).  
 

04/10/2017 
16,90 € 
230 pages 
145 x 190 mm 
 
Health 

HEALTH 

Resistance to antibiotics is striking more and more victims! This phenomenon has 
several causes. The author rings the alarm bell and defends the idea that 
antibiotics must be used in a sustainable manner. 

  Resistance to antibiotics is striking more and 
more victims!  
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After a year of extensive studies on the health and well-being of our youth, 
she feels the need to issue a warning on the basis of the results and suggests 
concrete solutions to improve the situation. 
 

Marie Rose Moro is a pedopsychiatrist and a psychanalyst. She also teaches child and teenager psychatry 
at the Sorbonne University. She has published various books including: Nos enfants demain. Pour une 
société multiculturelle (Odile Jacob, 2010), Les ados expliqués à leurs parents (Bayard, 2010), Enfants de 
l’immigration, une chance pour l’école (Bayard, 2012), Osons être parents (Bayard, 2016). 

27/09/2017 
16,90 € 
250 pages 
145 x 190 mm 
 
Education 

EDUCATION 

Teens are not well: a child psychiatrist 
sounds the alarm! 
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Two philosophers discuss the situation and the signification of art 
today: what the word means now and for the future, and – since it is 
far from being a word of the past – those things it leads us to think 
anew.  
 
Jean-Luc Nancy’s highly refined thoughts on the subject are resumed 
and further developed during a discussion with Jérôme Lèbre. They 
question the best way to grasp the engagement of the sensitive body 
in artistic activity and our approach to artworks, the relation 
between art and technique, art and history, its modulation into 
traditional and new forms and its position in relation to religion, 
politics and literature today.   
   

 Jean-Luc Nancy is one of Europe’s foremost philosophers and one of the most keenly read today. He 
has written about a hundred books, translated into several languages and reaching a wide, non-
specialist audience, including professionals of the art world as well as simply art lovers. 
 

 Jérôme Lèbre is programme director at the Collège international de philosophie, where he holds a 
regular seminar on art, technique and politics. He has authored five books in which the themes of  the 
Romantic heritage today, and the transformation of art, are constantly recurring. Their mutual interest 
on these topics led to his meeting with Jean-Luc Nancy. 

11/01/2016 
19,90 € 
270 pages 
145 x 190 mm 
 
Philosophy 

Thought is, above all, sensitive.  
For philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy,   

the arts and the body hold a central place. 

 Jean-Luc Nancy’s excellent 
reputation. 
 

 First book of discussions 
devoted to art and 
contemporary culture. 
 

 Author of two books in 
BAYARD’s Petites 
conférences series: Partir – 
le départ and vous désirez. 

 
. 

 

PHILOSOPHY 



Taking the example of reading, Petez Szenzy, with subtlety and humour, demonstrates 
that we don’t listen only with our ears, but also with our bodies and our minds, 
illustrating his demonstration with films such as Ratatouille and Harry Potter.  
 

Peter Szendy, born in 1966 in Paris, is a French philosopher and musicologist of Hungarian origin. He has 
published many books, including: Tubes: la philosophie dans le juke-box, Éditions de Minuit, 2008; Kant chez 
les extraterrestres: philosofictions cosmopolitiques, Éditions de Minuit, 2011; L'Apocalypse-cinéma: 2012 et 
autres fins du monde, Capricci, 2012.  

15/03/2017 
12,90 € 
80 pages 
178 x 123 mm 
 
Philosophy 

What does it mean, to listen? 

PHILOSOPHY 

Prêter 
l’oreille 
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Clear and intended for a wide public, André Guigot’s book shows that rebellion has many 
facets and that the spirit raises the level of rebellion and gives it meaning. 

 
The author gives us 12 good reasons to revolt and for each one, a pertinent and 
enlightening reflection, citing famous rebels who may serve as our guides: Camus, 
Thoreau, Gandhi, Martin Luther King….  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

André Guigot is a high-school teacher in Nantes, PhD, graduate of the International College of Philosophy. A 
specialist of Sartre, he frequently speaks at conferences. His books tend to deal with themes of nature and 
love. Recently he published Petite philosophie de la passion amoureuse (Milan, 2004) and with Bayard, Qui 
pense quoi? (2012) and Pour en finir avec le bonheur (2014). 

08/03/2017 
14,90 € 
250 pages 
145 x 190 mm 
 
Philosophy 

PHILOSOPHY 

“To restore the positive and spiritual facet of rebellion, so that the 
refusal to accept racism, anti-Semitism, sexism, and the exploitation 
of human beings in all its forms should not be represented by 
violence, but a new appeal to human dignity.” 
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In this very personal narrative, rich in unexpected events, the 
author tells her experience of a “mixed” marriage where love is 
sorely tested by religious difference and cultural discords.  
 
Written in a light, humorous style, this testimony aims to 
transmit confidence and courage to couples who are facing the 
same obstacles.  
 
 

Myriam Blal est une jeune journaliste qui publie pour la première fois. Issue d’une famille 
d’origine tunisienne, elle a étudié et vécu en région parisienne avant de partir vivre à Nantes. 
Son témoignage est paru en version très courte dans la revue XXI.  

18/10/2017 
16,90 € 
260 pages 
145 x 190 mm 
 
Society 

"The day I married a Christian…" 

 
 

 An original book. 
 
 The topic of mixed 

marriages 
 

 At the end, a practical 
booklet with advice and 
addresses.  
 
 
 

SOCIETY 
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newAu crépuscule des lieux 
By Pierre Giorgini

The digital revolution: a revolution of places and spaces!

About the Author

Pierre Giorgini is an engineer, graduate of the Institut national des 
télécommunications. A man of the business world and innovation, he was 
deputy director of France télécom Research and Development. Today, he is 
President/rector of the Catholic University in Lille.

Oustanding features
 > a very fast technoscientific revolution

 > new ways of thinking and acting

 >  how to adapt itself to such changes and how to build together new 
social relationships

Contents
In this latest book, Pierre Giorgini tackles what is probably the most 
founding concept of the human soul: place. He explains how the techno-
scientific transition we are now experiencing is radically changing our 
relation to places, localities… 
Psychoanalyst Jacques Arènes, who contributes a very fine post-face, 
writes: ‘We have lost the roof over our heads’!
Associated with a phenomenon of hyper-concentration (capital, centres of 
decision, public spaces and services…) and the abolition of borders, this 
revolution confronts us with decisive choices concerning the future of the 
human species. 
Once again, P. Giorgini reflects with talent on that transition: how can 
we invent open and federating ‘third places’ that combine the creation of 
networks and the putting down of local roots? To strive for links between 
the global and the local: that is our urgent task.

Technical specifications

Format: 145 x 205 mm
Pages: 280 p
Retail price: 16,90 d

Society
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newOsons être parents !
By Marie Rose Moro

Don’t try to make your children love you!
About the Author

Marie Rose Moro is a child psychiatrist, psychoanalyst and director of the 
Maison de Solenn – a centre for teenagers in Cochin. A leading figure in 
ethno-psychoanalysis, she also teaches child and adolescent psychiatry 
at La Sorbonne University. She has authored many books including: Nos 
enfants demain. Pour une société multiculturelle (Odile Jacob, 2010) and 
with Bayard, Les ados expliqués à leurs parents (2010, 4800 copies sold) 
and Enfants de l’immigration, une chance pour l’école (2012).

Oustanding features
 > The author’s reputation

 > Original angle 

 > Public interest in books about adolescence

Contents
It is a well-known fact that the teens are a difficult period in life. Today, it 
is the parents of teenagers who feel alone facing their problems. Because 
if they want to support their children during their teenage years, they have 
to build a new relationship little by little, find the right distance, which 
means reviewing, adjusting your position as a parent. No simple matter, for 
parents are in a close emotional relationship with their children that further 
complicates the task, because youth is a positive value and age becomes a 
burden, because today, all forms of authority are in disrepute... This book, 
full of practical advice, explores adolescence from the parents’ viewpoint, 
showing what a child’s adolescence arouses, reactivates, in their parents. 
And why, in spite of all the existential and necessary upsets, you have to 
hang on in there and never lose confidence.

Technical specifications

Format: 145 x 205 mm
Pages: 150 p
Retail price: 19,90 d

Education



Anne-Laure Fournier le Ray

Murmures à un bébé qui vient de naître

Bayard 2017

80 p.

14,90 €

Un bébé vient de naître, et l’on ressent soudain si fort le besoin de l’accueillir. Lui dire le
sens  de  sa  présence,  le  bouleversement  de  sa  venue,  le  grand  espoir  et  l’immense
responsabilité de son avenir.
 
Cet ouvrage est avant tout un témoignage ému d’une maman écrivain mais c’est aussi la
rencontre  de  l’image  (photos  noir  et  blanc)  et  de  la  littérature  (citations  d’auteurs).
L’ambiance très intimiste des textes et de la  maquette en fait  un très beau, mais très
simple livre cadeau. 

Agrégée de Lettres Modernes, Anne-Laure Fournier le Ray a une
carrière de journaliste et d’écrivain. Pendant quinze ans (1995-2010),
elle travaille pour Bayard Presse, où elle occupe le poste de chef  de
rubrique dans  le  pôle jeunesse.  Elle  collabore  à  divers  magazines
dont Pomme d’Api, Images Doc, Filotéo, Okapi.
Elle  écrit  une  dizaine d’ouvrages  pour  la  jeunesse  et  traduit  des
livres pour enfants. Elle écrit également pour le web sur le site Vos
Questions de Parents. 
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newLa magie du livre
By Jean-Christophe Bailly
Collection : Les petites conférences

Books have power!
About the Author

Jean-Christophe Bailly is a philosophe and a writer, and he teaches at 
L’Ecole nationale du paysage of Blois. He wrote Le parti pris des animaux 
(Seuil, 2013), Le versant animal (Bayard éditions, 2007) and various titles 
of « Les petites conférences » series.

Oustanding features
 > His previous sales (6000 copies sold of  Le versant animal)

 > The author’s reputation 

 > The success of “Les petites conferences” series

Contents
Why do we still produce books? To answer this question - a contemporary 
one as digital books gain more and more of the market - Jean-Christophe 
Bailly declares his love for books. He acclaims the astounding capacity 
of these relatively small and easy-to-use objects to contain such a vast 
world. He attributes special powers to them: each time we open a book, 
something appears: a story, a poem, a reflection, and explanation. We 
launch a book as we launch a boat, it will carry us along; we don’t know 
where, but every time, out world gets bigger. This short text, brimming with 
highly communicative enthusiasm, has one supreme quality: it makes us 
want to rush to open another book. 

Technical specifications

Format: 178 x 123 mm
Pages: 80 p
Retail price: 12,90 €
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newComment se révolter
By Patrick Boucheron
Collection : Les petites conférences

In the Middle Ages, but also today… Who is rebelling? How? Why?
About the Author

Patrick Boucheron is a historian specialized in Italian cities during the 
Middle Ages. Elected to the Collège de France last year, Professor at 
Pantheon-Sorbonne University, author of essays about public space, 
medieval Italy and Leonardo da Vinci, he has engaged a constant reflection 
on his own discipline, the profession of historian. His publications include 
Conjurer la peur. Sienne, 1338. Essai sur la force politique des images 
(Seuil).

Oustanding features
 > The author’s reputation 

 > The success of “Les petites conferences” series

Contents
A surprising text, captivating, that subtly reveals how greatly the social 
codes of the Middle Ages differed from today’s. When do people revolt? The 
answer is in timeless: when their anger is stronger than their fear. Patrick 
Boucheron reminds us that if we dissociate revolt from the political ideal 
we place it in, it can take the form of the Saint-Barthelemy massacre, 
terrorism, all kinds of violent action against established order. Confronted 
with this fact, the author proposes his ‘survival kit’: to keep in mind that 
whatever the situation, there is no example in history where the worst has 
endured forever.

Technical specifications

Format: 178 x 123 mm
Pages: 80 p
Retail price: 12,90 €

Philosophy



Portraits of Violence 

Ten Thinkers on Violence: A Visual 
Exploration 
Authors: Brad Evans and Sean Michael Wilson;
Illustrated by Robert Brown, Diego Guerra, 
Inko, Chris Mackenzie, Mike Medaglia, Lorna 
Miller, Carl Thompson, Samuel Williams

The New Internationalist

Dimensions: 240 mm x 171 mm 
Page extent: 128 
Publication date: October 2016 

Bringing  together  established  academics  and award-winning comic  book writers  and
illustrators, Portraits of  Violence illustrates the most compelling ideas and episodes in
the critique of  violence.
Hannah Arendt, Franz Fanon, Brad Evans, Edward Said, Paolo Freire, Michel
Foucault, Susan Sontag, Noam Chomsky, Judith Butler, Giorgio Agamben each
have ten pages to tell their story in this innovative graphic title.
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The Climate Majority 
Apathy and Action in an Age of  Nationalism 
by Leo Barasi

New Internationalist 2017

240 pages

How we can use evidence from opinion polls and 
strategies from political campaigns to turn apathy 
into action 

The Climate Majority is not about the climate deniers or the climate activists. It’s about
apathy, about those who don’t talk about global warming – the billions of  people who
have heard plenty about climate change and acknowledge there’s a problem, but who are
just not engaged enough to stimulate the change required to stop it. 
This is the first book to investigate climate apathy, to describe how it prevents action to
stop climate change and to show how it can be beaten with an approach developed for
political campaigns. Drawing on opinion polls, psychological research and examples of
successful  campaigns  from across  the  globe  the  author  asks  ‘Who  are  the  “swing”
voters?’, ‘What do they think and why?’ and ‘How can we talk about climate change in a
way that will provoke action?’ 
Preventing extreme climate change is one of  the hardest tasks humans have ever faced.
Rising  nationalism  and  the  US  withdrawal  from  the  Paris  agreement  are  blows  to
progress. But only by influencing those who have, so far, remained outside the debate
will we have a chance of  building a climate majority to back the measures required to
avoid disaster. 

As an expert in public opinion, campaigns and climate change policy,
Leo Barasi is  uniquely able to show why climate apathy matters  and
how  it  can  be  beaten.  A  climate  and  energy  policy  analyst  and
experienced  campaigner  with  a  background  in  opinion  polls,  he  has
worked  with  political  candidates,  charities,  campaigns  and  private
companies to help them understand and shape public opinion. He writes
regularly for the New Statesman, openDemocracy and ClimateHome. 
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Slave to Fashion 
Author: Safia Minney

NewInt 2017
160 p.
23,6 x 18,1 cm

Slave to Fashion raises awareness of  modern slavery in the fashion industry and shows 
how it can be eradicated by business and consumers.
Slave to Fashion is made up of  interviews and micro-documentaries with the men, women
and children caught in slavery, making the clothes sold on our high streets, in Europe 
and the developing world.
It will also profile best practice of  brands and designers within the fashion industry to 
prove that slave-free fashion is achievable and fashion can be used to empower workers -
whilst creating beautiful, competitive and accessible fashion.
From 2015, the Modern Slavery Act requires medium to large-sized companies to report
on what they are doing to eradicate slavery and human trafficking in their supply chains. 
If  not, they need to declare it.
Slave to Fashion brings in the facts, stories and actions we must take to eradicate 
modern slavery.

Reviews
Safia is a leader in the field of  ethical fashion and works with the utmost integrity to develop supply
chain, sustainable products, and retail. - Livia Firth, Creative Director of  Eco Age and ethical 
fashion ambassador.
It is shocking how little people know about how their clothes are made and the inhumanity of  the 
fashion industry. - Tansy Hoskins, Public Reading Rooms.

Crucially, for those consumers like myself, who are complicit in the modern slavery system, the 
book provides us with the tools and resources to enable us to effect change. - Louise Bateman, 
The Planet Mark.

The strength of  Safia’s book is not just in starting a discussion but in the presentation of  a very 
practical set of  solutions that when taken up even by just one person, has the power to turn into a 
revolution. - Polly Michelle Cunanan , Eco Warrior Princess.

Safia Minney is a pioneer in ethical business. She is the founder of
Fair Trade and sustainable fashion label, People Tree, and now brings
her expertise and experience to help businesses embrace sustainability
and transparency in  their  operations and branding.  She is  author of
several  critically-acclaimed  books  including  Naked  Fashion and  Slow
Fashion (both in New Internationalist). 
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Les Presses de SciencePo

L'Enjeu mondial. Religion & politique
 Alain Dieckhoff, Philippe Portier (dir.)

Politique et religion
Relire l'histoire, éclairer le présent
Jean Picq 

Face au réveil des intégrismes et de la violence extrême, Jean Picq 
nous invite à relire notre histoire. À repérer les temps forts qui ont 
permis de définir de nouveaux rapports entre le spirituel et le 
temporel et de voir triompher la raison au service de la paix civile. 

L'Union européenne et la paix
Anne Bazin, Charles Tenenbaum 

Avec Yves Buchet de Neuilly , Sara Dezalay, Caroline du Plessix, 
Clara Egger , Antje Herrberg, Charlotte Hille, Franck Petiteville, 
Simon Tordjman

Agnès Sinaï
Politiques de l'Anthropocène  (3 voll.)

Gouverner la décroissance
Econonie de l'après-croissance
Penser la décroissance

Mathilde Arrigoni

Le Théâtre contestataire
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Métropoles en Méditerranée
Gouverner par les rentes

Dominique Lorrain 
Avec Pierre-Arnaud Barthel, Jean-François Pérouse, Taoufik Souami, 
Eric Verdeil

La Question migratoire au XXIe siècle
Migrants, réfugiés et relations internationales
Catherine Wihtol de Wenden 

Faut-il ouvrir les frontières ?
Catherine Wihtol de Wenden 

Philosophies du multiculturalisme
Paul May 
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Violences conjugales
Du combat féministe à la cause publique

Pauline Delage 

SciencesPo 2017

250 p. 13,8x21 cm

Si  la  violence  conjugale  est  aujourd'hui  reconnue  comme  une  question  de  société
légitime,  il  n'en a pas toujours  été  ainsi.  C'est grâce aux mobilisations féministes des
années 1970, qui définissent alors la violence dans le couple comme une violence faite
aux femmes - produit des rapports de domination entre les hommes et les femmes -, que
ce phénomène est sorti de la dénégation sociale dans laquelle il était tenu. Comment une
cause féministe  devient-elle  un problème public  dont s'emparent  les  associations,  les
institutions internationales et l’État?
À  travers  la  question  des  violences  conjugales  et  en  comparant  des  cas  français  et
américain, à Paris et à Los Angeles, Pauline Delage analyse avec acuité quelles sont, de
part et d’autre de l’Atlantique,  les formes légitimes de l’intervention publique dans le
domaine de l’intime et des inégalités sexuées

Pauline Delage est  chercheure à l'Université de Lausanne. Elle a
reçu le prix de la thèse de la ville de Paris pour les études de genre
en 2014. 
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 La sexuation du monde 
Réflexions sur l'émancipation 

 Geneviève Fraisse 
Collection Académique 
 Presses de Sciences Po  2016

200 p. - 13,8 x 21 x 0,6 cm 

Toutes  les  femmes  sont  citoyennes,  quelques  femmes  sont  artistes.  La  citoyenne  et
l'artiste  sont-elles  les  semblables  des  hommes?  Oui.  Tout  autant  concernées  par  la
politique et par l'art? Oui.
Au  commencement  de  l'ère  démocratique,  initiée  par  la  Révolution  française,  ces
affirmations furent pourtant sources de débats et de polémiques: aux femmes la famille
plutôt que la cité, la muse plutôt que le génie, arguaient bien des hommes qui n'étaient
pas tous réactionnaires. Deux cents ans après, nous en discutons encore.
L’ouvrage revient sur les conséquences  de ce  moment  fondateur.  Il  rend compte du
travail sans fin de la démonstration de l’égalité, dans une « démocratie exclusive » où
chacun – donc chacune – peut théoriquement se voir individu, sujet, citoyen, créateur,
un, une parmi tous et toutes.
De  Poulain  de  la  Barre,  philosophe  du  XVIIe  siècle,  à  Jacques  Rancière,  penseur
contemporain, avec Virginia Woolf  comme avec Simone de Beauvoir, les textes réunis ici
montrent à quel point ces questions demeurent essentielles pour la modernité : celle de
la  jouissance  revendiquée,  celle  de  la  stratégie  subversive,  celle  de  la  mesure  de
l’émancipation  des  femmes,  celle  du  féminisme  comme  dérèglement  de  la  tradition
occidentale.

Geneviève  Fraisse,  philosophe,  directrice  de  recherche  émérite  au
CNRS,  a  publié  de  nombreux  ouvrages  sur  la  pensée  féministe.
Cofondatrice de la revue Les Révoltes logiques avec Jacques Rancière, elle
a  été  déléguée  interministérielle  aux  Droits  des  femmes  auprès  du
Premier ministre et députée européenne. Elle a initié le cours « Pensée
des  sexes  et  démocratie  »  au  sein  du  Programme  de  recherche  et
d'enseignement des savoirs sur le genre (PRESAGE) de Sciences Po. 
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Tim Anderson

The Dirty War on Syria 

First edition June 2016

74,000 words

Rights sold : English, Arabian, German, Swedish, Farsi, 
Italian 

Tim Anderson   has written the best systematic critique of  western fabrications
justifying the war against the Assad government.  

James Petras, Author and Bartle Professor (Emeritus) of  Sociology at Binghamton University

 
The Dirty War on Syria has relied on a level of  mass disinformation not seen in living
memory. In seeking regime change the big powers sought to hide their hand, using proxy
armies of  Islamists , demonising the Syrian Government and constantly accusing it of
atrocities.  In this way Syrian President Bashar al Assad,  a mild-mannered eye doctor,
became the new evil in the world. The popular myths of  this dirty war that it is a civil
war, a popular revolt or a sectarian conflict hide a murderous spree of  regime change
across the region. The attack on Syria  was a necessary consequence of  Washington's
ambition, stated openly in 2006, to create a New Middle East. After the destruction of
Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya, Syria was next in line. Five years into this war the evidence
is quite clear and must be set out in detail. 

Tim Anderson (born 30 April 1953) is an Australian political economist
and author. He is a senior lecturer at the University of  Sydney. In 1979, he
was convicted and imprisoned for an alleged Ananda Marga bomb plot, but
was  pardoned  in  1985  after  an  inquiry.  In  1990  he  was  convicted  for
ordering the 1978 Sydney Hilton Hotel bombing and sentenced to 14 years
imprisonment,  but  was  acquitted  on  appeal  in  1991.  He  subsequently
became active in prisoners' rights and civil liberties groups, and has been
involved  with international  solidarity  and  civil  rights  campaigns.  He has
worked as an academic since the early 1990s. 

The  two  failed  prosecutions  against  Tim Anderson  and  his  friends  are  cited  examples  of
Australian miscarriages of  justice, for example in Kerry Carrington's (Ed) 1991 book Travesty!
Miscarriages of  Justice and in other law texts including notes on compensation practice.
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Das Prinzip Fairtrade:
Vom Weltladen in den Supermarkt
von Caspar Dohmen

Orange Press 2017
15 x 20 cm | 256 Seiten mit farbigem Bildteil
fadengeheftete Klappenbroschur
€ 20,- (D) | € 20,60 (A) | SFr 25,30 (CH)
ISBN 978-3-936086-83-6

Per la giustizia e contro la povertà:  il commercio equo e solidale cerca di contrastare
le relazioni di potere diseguali nel mercato mondiale. Ciò che era iniziato con piccole
botteghe  alternative,  si  afferma  oggi  con marchi  di  certificazione  che  si  possono
trovare sui prodotti nel mercato convenzionale e con negoziazioni in  una  rete di
partner alla pari del Nord e del Sud del mondo. Caspar Dohmen ricostruisce questo
sviluppo e spiega che cosa distingue  il processo Fairtrade differenzia dal commercio
"normale"  mostrandone  gli   effetti  sulla  popolazione  locale.  Il  principio  del
commercio equo e solidale è un argomento rivolto a chiunque sia interessato al futuro
dell'economia globale e dei legami tra affari e politica.

Caspar  Dohmen,  giornalista  economico,  autore  e  insegnante,  ha
studiato  economia  e  politica.  Lavora  come  autore  e  critico  per   la
Deutschlandfunk,  la  SWR  e  la  WDR,  nonché  come  corrispondente
economico  per  la  Süddeutsche  Zeitung.  Ha  ottenuto  vari
riconoscimenti,  più  di  recente  il  Premio  Willy  Bleicher  per  il
programma  radiofonico  "Im Gegenwind"  (DLF).  I  suoi  progetti più
recenti hanno riguardato una trasmisisone radiofonica "Tatort fabbrica
tessile" ( ARD) e il libro Profitgier ohne Grenzen. Per Orange Press ha
pubblicato  Good Bank e Let's Make Money. . Ulteriori informazioni sul
sito www.caspar-dohmen.de

Agenzia Servizi EditorialiAgenzia Servizi Editoriali
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Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

292pp  
Pub. date: Dec 2016

978-981-4667-41-8 
US$88 / £73

978-981-4667-42-5(pbk) 
US$38 / £32

Is China an Empire?
By (author): Han Shih Toh 

With the rapid increase in China’s overseas investment and trade, China’s global economic clout is 
increasing by the day. Does China’s global economic reach make it an empire in the 21st century? 
What sort of impact will China’s trade and investment have on its global counterparts? Chinese 
investment projects around the world, from railways in Africa and dams in Latin America to the 
acquisition of landmark buildings in the US, look to alter global patterns of influence and power. 
How would other countries react to China’s rising international influence?

The US government and many Americans deny their country is an empire, although the US status 
as the leading superpower makes it an empire in all but name. How will China coexist with the 
US, which has arguably been an imperialist power since the end of World War II? How will the 
incumbent neo-imperialist power, the US, deal with an emergent China?

With its acute analysis of Sino–US relations, the book will interest readers who wish to understand 
the impact of China on various countries, its place on the world stage as well as the geopolitical 
implications for all in the 21st century.

Contents: Imperialists?; China’s Global Economic Expansion; China and Africa; African 
Perceptions of China; Cracking the Monroe Doctrine; Southeast Asia: Playing Both Sides; Lenin 
Revisited; The Dragon and the Eagle; Anti-Imperialist Pseudo-Empires.

Readership: General readers interested in China’s overseas investment and trade, China’s global 
economic influence, and China’s relations with the US.

Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

340pp
Pub. date: Feb 2017

978-1-78634-321-5
US$118 / £98

978-1-78634-322-2(pbk) 
US$48 / £40 

Camels, Tigers & Unicorns 
Rethinking Science and Technology-Enabled Innovation
By (author): Uday Phadke (Cartezia, UK) & Shailendra Vyakarnam (Cranfield University, UK) 

“The book should command the attention of technology-enabled entrepreneurs, at whatever 
stage on their journey, and also of those in universities responsible for or associated with spinning 
out companies, because it is so useful. I wish I’d had this guide when building engineering 
technology businesses myself — as one of the ‘Camels’ that constitute 98% of technology-enabled 
businesses, so often outshone by the Tigers and Unicorns …”

Dr Peter Collins 
serial Entrepreneur, now CEO at Permasense

“Phadke and Vyakarnam bring some much needed common sense to the description of the 
innovation commercialisation process. They also reclaim the word ‘technology’ to cover all 
technologies rather than be solely focused on digital and software technologies, something I 
support wholeheartedly. This book will provide valuable insights to anyone involved in the world 
of science and technology innovation.”

Dr Chris Floyd 
Non-Executive Director of British Engines and ComAp 

Advisor to high growth technology companies 
Author of Managing Technology for Corporate Success

 
“This book is a Tour de Force based upon facts of multiple case studies reduced to a practical set 
of principles which are relevant to everyone independent of the technology and market opportunity. 
Mandatory reading for all entrepreneurs are the concepts of the Triple Chasm Model and the 
twelve Commercialisation Vectors. I am sure the latter will capture the interest of the reader 
and encourage them to study and take note of the comprehensive wisdom within this book. The 
book is relevant for all those involved in the creation of technology enabled opportunities be they 
Corporations, Private Investors, Public Policy creation and of course entrepreneurs themselves.”

Dr John Baits 
CTO DN Capital, VP Engineering intellisense.io
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converted into innovation. The short, concluding Commercialisation Manifesto - beginning with the 
need for evidence-based understanding of commercialization and ending with a call for an equally 
evidence-based discussion of the role of innovation in the global economy — provides a rare and 
inclusive platform to bring innovators, policy-makers, investors and intermediaries together for an 
informed and overdue debate on the creation of sustainable value, vital for our collective future.”

David Gill 
MD of St John’s Innovation Centre, Cambridge 

Director of Greater Cambridge Peterborough Enterprise Partnership

 
“This remarkable book provides a blueprint for developing an effective Industrial Strategy.  
I commend this book to both business leaders and government ministers in the hope that by 
using these findings, they will come together to articulate policies which will accelerate economic 
growth.”

Professor David Hughes 
Managing Director of the Business Innovation Group 

and visiting Professor of Engineering Management City University, London

The commercialisation of science and technology enabled innovation is a serious topic of interest 
for a wide range of global audiences who share one common objective: to understand how science 
and technology based ideas can be turned into commercial value more effectively. Despite the vast 
number of publications addressing entrepreneurship, innovation and strategy there is relatively 
little in the literature which systematically addresses the structures, processes and mechanisms 
involved in turning ideas into commercially valuable propositions: this book is intended to directly 
address this gap.

The approach in Camels, Tigers & Unicorns consists of three fundamental strands:

• Research insights based on Phadke and Vyakarnam’s large data set covering the different 
players, technologies, products and services, market spaces, customers and business models

• The creation of an explicit new conceptual framework which provides an integrated narrative 
describing how science and technology-enabled innovation is commercialised

• The provision of tools and examples which can be used by firms to develop strategies, agree 
on priorities and generate plans.

The contents of this book should be of interest to a wide range of audiences including 
entrepreneurs; leaders and managers in technology firms; scientists and technologists engaged in 
innovation in academic institutions and corporate environments; lone inventors; groups of scientific 
entrepreneurs operating outside recognised structures; business and strategy consultants; 
managers of public and private ‘intervention agencies’ such as incubators and accelerators; 
investors; and, policy makers.

Readership: Scientists and technologists, entrepreneurs, educators, start-up firms, larger firms, 
investors, economists and those responsible for developing and executing industrial polices. 
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The History of Histories of Time and the Misconstrued Association 
between Entropy and Time 
By (author): Arieh Ben-Naim (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel) 

“A very interesting and well-written book that I strongly recommend for the lay reader interested 
in Science, as well as for students and researchers who uses thermodynamics as a working tool.”

Professor Jose A Sordo 
Oviedo University

“This is a fast pace, entertaining and exciting book. The illustrations are superb, quality printing 
and the elegant deep chocolate color of the cover make this a ‘must have’ addition to your library. 
Students of philosophy and science finally have a fresh reference regarding Time thru the eyes of 
an exceptional intellect. Everyone who reads this marvelous work about Time will enjoy thinking 
about the concepts for weeks, months or even years.”

Michael F Rainbolt 
Professional Engineer

The aim of this book is to explain in simple language what we know about time and about the 
history of time. It is shown that the briefest (as well as the lengthiest) history of time can be 
described in one or two pages.

The second purpose of the book is to show that neither entropy, nor the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics has anything to do with time. The third purpose is to educate the lay reader 
how to read popular science books, critically. Towards this goal, detailed reviews of four books 
on time are presented.

There are many popular science books on Time, on the beginning of Time and the end of Time. 
This book is unique in the following two senses:

• It explains in simple terms what Time is, and why it is not related to entropy

• It critically reviews a few popular science books which perpetuate all kinds of unfounded ideas 
about the relationship between Time and the Second Law

Contents: Preface; Acknowledgments; List of Abbreviations; What is Time?; What is a History 
of Something?; The Briefest History of Space; The Briefest History of Time; Entropy and the 
Second Law of Thermodynamics; The History of Histories of Time; Epilogue; Appendix; Notes; 
Bibliography; Index.

Readership: Interested lay public, students of any of the sciences, scientists, teachers and 
researchers.

Rights Information: 
All language (except for 
Simplified Chinese and 
Korean) rights available.

264pp
Pub. date: Mar 2016 

978-981-4749-84-8 
US$55 / £36 

978-981-4749-85-5(pbk)
US$28 / £18 
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Cooking Cosmos 
Unraveling the Mysteries of the Universe
By (author): Asis Kumar Chaudhuri (Variable Energy Cyclotron Center, India) 

Cooking Cosmos is an exciting book that traces the history of men’s endeavor to understand the 
Universe, and answers the eternal questions: “Who made this World?” “Where did it come from?” 
“How and why did it begin?” Thousands of years of continual interaction with nature has brought 
mankind to the present stage when we have some inkling about the working of nature. We now 
know that the Earth, our habitat, is only one of the planets orbiting the Sun. The Sun itself is a star 
among billions of stars in the Universe. We know that our solar system came into existence some 
4.5 billion years ago and it is but only a tiny component of our galaxy, the Milky Way. Our Universe 
contains some 100 billion of galaxies. We know that the Universe itself came into existence with 
the Big Bang some 13.7 billion years ago and even now galaxies are receding from each other 
with ever increasing speed.

This book takes you through the intellectual journey of mankind, unraveling the mysteries of the 
Cosmos. Starting from Aristotle’s Earth-centered Universe, it will take you step by step to the 
Copernican Sun-centered Universe, to Hubble’s expanding Universe, to the Big Bang, to the 
currently accepted accelerating Universe. In the process, the book explores the origin of space-
time, black hole, black hole radiation, dark matter, dark energy, quantum gravity, string theory, all 
in terms comprehensible to general audiences.

Readership: Anyone interested in the mysteries of the Universe.

Key Features:
• The book gives a coherent picture of the topic in terms comprehensible to general audiences. 

A large number of pictures are included for easy comprehension

• The book dwells on subjects which were not so well covered in earlier books

• The book includes brief biographical summaries of the important persons involved in the 
development of the field

Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

212pp
Pub. date: Jan 2017

978-981-3145-76-4 
US$58 / £48 

978-981-3145-77-1(pbk) 
US$24 / £20 

Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

244pp
Pub. date: Nov 2016

978-981-3202-76-4 
US$70 / £58 

978-981-3202-77-1(pbk) 
US$28 / £23 

Doing Science 
In the Light of Philosophy
By (author): Mario Augusto Bunge (McGill University, Canada) 

“Mario Bunge is a rare and brilliant scholar. He can guide his readers through complex problems 
with remarkable ease and clarity. His writing has wide-reaching implications for those from all 
disciplines who are interested in causation and its implications for fundamental science. Reading 
him is always an inspirational feast.”

Per-Olov Wikström 
Director 

Institute of Criminology, Cambridge University, UK

“Mario Bunge has over the years established himself as the prime exponent of a scientifically 
informed philosophy of man, society, and nature.”

Nicholas Rescher 
Distinguished University Professor of Philosophy 

University of Pittsburgh, USA

“What a privilege to have interacted with Mario Bunge. I have always been impressed by his 
clarity, his curiosity, and his creativity, never shying away from any problem we humans are 
confronted with.”

Ernst Pöppel 
Professor Emeritus of Medical Psychology 

Faculty of Medicine, University of Munich, Germany

“No social scientists can afford to neglect Mario Bunge’s systemist, emergentist and materialist 
philosophy, which constitutes an invaluable benchmark against which most if not all prickly 
questions in contemporary philosophy of social science and social research can be assessed.”

Poe Yuze Wan 
Sociology 

National Sun Yat-sen University, Taiwan
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Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

300pp
Pub. date: Oct 2016 

978-981-3143-75-3 
US$68 / £49 

978-981-3143-24-1(pbk) 
US$35 / £25 

“The sweep and depth of Bunge’s philosophy not only exposes the failures of modern political 
philosophy and political theory, but gives us the tools to confront today’s oppression, exploitation, 
and inequality with a critical, realist, and systemic approach.”

Andreas Pickel 
Political Science 

Trent University, Peterbourough, Canada

 
Nearly all philosophers have dealt with the outcomes of scientific research, and have overlooked 
its philosophical presuppositions, such as those of rationality and realism. Although these 
presuppositions are mostly tacit and thus easily overlooked, actually they are supremely important, 
since some of them favor research whereas others hamper it. For instance, whereas subjectivism 
leads to navel gazing and uncontrolled fantasy, realism encourages us to explore the world and 
check our conjectures.

This book examines science in the making, a process it illustrates with many examples from 
the natural, social, and biosocial sciences. Therefore it centers on the research process and its 
philosophical presuppositions. It claims that the latter constitutes a sort of matrix for conceiving 
and nurturing scientific projects.

Readership: Scientific teachers, professional biomedical researchers, practicing physicians, 
philosophers, graduate students of science or philosophy, science aficionados, and  
educated public.

From the Sun to the Stars 
By (author): James B Kaler (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA) 

The book begins at the Sun then travels through the solar system to see the stars, how they work, 
and ultimately what they mean to us. The idea is to provide an integrated view of the galaxy and 
its contents. Along the way we look at spectra, atmospheric phenomena, gravity and the laws of 
motion, telescopes and how they work, interstellar gas and dust, star birth and death, and planets 
orbiting other stars. Most popular books tend to focus on one particular topic. From the Sun to the 
Stars is one of the few that tells the story of the Sun against the background of other stars and 
other planets and, for that matter, of stars and other planets against the background of the Sun 
and solar system. This presents the subject with a breadth that few other books can match.

Key Features: 
• This book presents the topic with an integrated view, from the Sun and its planetary system to 

stellar evolution, to other stars and their orbiting exoplanets

• An extended tour of the night-time sky followed by explanations of the various things seen

• This book touches on the observational astronomy by discussing the basic designs of telescopes 
and recording devices

Contents: Introduction: What It’s All About; A Sunny Day; The Planets; Telescopes; A Celestial 
Tour; Out of Darkness; An Infinite Variety; Star Lives; Other Worlds.

Readership: Everyone who is interested in the working of our solar system or other stars with 
their exoplanets.
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Pursuing the Elixir of Life 
Chinese Medicine for Health
By (author): Hong Hai (NTU, Singapore & The Renhai Clinci, Singapore) &
Karen Wee (The Renhai Clinci, Singapore) 

Since time immemorial Man has pursued the elusive elixir of life. The wisdom of ancient 
Chinese medicine declared immortality unattainable, but offered the elixir of longevity through 
lifestyle, diet, the judicious use of herbal tonics and the practice of subtle but powerful exercises 
of qigong and taijiquan.

This concise volume explains in modern scientific language the principles of ancient Chinese 
methods of health and the practice of yangsheng 养生 or life cultivation. Natural holistic solutions 
to health issues and the intricacies of Chinese diagnosis and therapies are brilliantly exposed, 
complete with detailed descriptions of herbs, acupuncture and tuina.

Discover appetizing recipes for soups, porridges and teas that give you that healthy glow and 
nourish your body and soul. Based on a series of popular lectures by the authors, this book opens 
a new chapter in your pursuit of a long and fulfilling life. It is also excellent preparation for more 
advanced studies in Chinese medicine.

Readership: General readers interested in cultivating health; students and practitioners of 
medicine and healthcare who wish to gain a modern insight into the mysteries of Chinese 
medicine.

Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

232pp
Pub. date: Nov 2016

978-981-3207-03-5 
US$58 / £48 

978-981-3207-04-2(pbk) 
US$25 / £21 

Rights Information: 
All language rights 
available.

136pp
Pub. date: Feb 2017

978-981-3222-12-0(pbk) 
US$28 / £23 

Runnerdotes 
A Collection of Anecdotes from Inspirational Runners
Edited by: Adrian Mok (Hivelocity Pte Ltd, Singapore) & The Nutgraf 

This book documents short stories of inspirational local runners who were involved in the creation 
of Sundown Marathon or had participated and succeeded in the night race. Featuring the likes 
of Adrian Mok, Mok Ying Ren, Neo Jie Shi and many others, this collection features stories that 
uncover some of their own personal journeys and insights into their running experiences. By 
showcasing how these runners persevere in search of success, it is hoped that this book can 
inspire others to overcome their challenges and achieve their dreams. Runnerdotes: A Collection 
of Anecdotes from Inspirational Runners is a tribute to those who helped shape the running scene 
in Singapore.

Contents: Conquering the Night (Adrian Mok); The Happy Runner (Jenny Huang); Keeping the 
Faith (Ashley Liew); Eat, Drink, and Run Merry (Lim Baoying); Squeezing It All In (Mok Ying Ren); 
The Experimental Runner (Andy Neo); The Road to Rio (Neo Jie Shi); Going for Gold (Soh Rui 
Yong); Just Run (Jeanette Wang); From Late-Bloomer to SEA Games Athlete (Melvin Wong Yao 
Hian); Don’t Stop Running (Adrian Mok).

Key Features:
• Feature stories which inspire individuals to overcome their personal challenges and achieve 

their dreams

• Narrate the creation of Sundown Marathon

• Showcase some of the top runners such as Mok Ying Ren, Neo Jie Shi and Adrian Mok

Readership: Running enthusiasts and those interested in Sundown Marathon..
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All language rights 
available.

350pp
Pub. date: Jul 2015

978-1-78326-799-6
US$95 / £63

978-1-78326-800-9(pbk)
US$45 / £30

Principles of Chinese Medicine  
2nd Edition
A Modern Interpretation 
By (author): Hai Hong (NTU, Singapore) 

“Despite its efficacy in treating ailments (for some of which Western medicine offers no cure), 
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) continues to be regarded with skepticism in the West. To 
a large extent, this is due to the fact that TCM practitioners have been unable to explain TCM 
theories using Western scientific categories. A TCM physician who was also trained in the 
philosophy of science at Cambridge and the London School of Economics, Hong Hai offers a 
fresh and at times iconoclastic interpretation of Chinese medicine. This is without doubt the most 
important contribution to the field in the modern era. At last, Chinese medicine makes sense. 
Surprisingly accessible, this work is a must read for doctors East and West.”

Michael Tai, PhD (Cambridge) 
Research Associate, Cambridge University

“This is a book which should not be missed by anyone with an interest in Chinese medicine.”
Emeritus Professor Donald Gillies 

Dept of Science and Technology Studies, University College, London

“A fascinating book with special implications for medical professionals evaluating TCM as a 
genuine science and therapeutic armamentaria.”

The American Journal of Chinese Medicine

“I enjoyed reading the book and applaud the seriousness with which the author tackles the difficult 
problem of evaluating TCM and his recognition of the amount of work that still has to be done.”

Professor Sir Geoffrey Lloyd 
Needham Research Institute, Cambridge University

“A scientific, historical, philosophical and at times unconventional interpretation of TCM. It is a 
refreshing read and highly recommended to anyone who wishes to explore and understand TCM 
better in order to improve and maintain one’s health.”

Dr Koh Hwee Ling, Associate Professor 
Department of Pharmacy, National University of Singapore

“The core of this book deals with the epistemological issues concerning the scientific status of 
medical conjectures in Traditional Chinese Medicine, very intelligently written and bringing to bear 
a great deal of common sense and good philosophy. There is much that is highly original in it.”

Peter J Clark 
Professor Philosophy, University of St Andrews

“Lucid, brilliant explanation of the terminology and principles of TCM and its approach to the 
management of syndromes. This is a book that anyone with even the slightest interest in 
complementary medicine should read.”

Dr Teoh Eng Soon MBBS, MD, FRCOG, FACS 
Gynecologist and former lecturer, NUS Medical School

“Approaching the theories of traditional Chinese medicine from the perspectives of the 
contemporary philosophy of science, this book is an important contribution to both of these two 
fields. It has expanded the intellectual horizons to better understand traditional Chinese medicine.”

Jing-Bao Nie, BMed, MMed, MA, PhD 
Bioethics Centre, University of Otago

As the world’s most comprehensive and deeply researched system of alternative and 
complementary medicine, Chinese medicine enjoys a large following in scientifically developed 
communities. Yet its concepts and principles have been shrouded in mystery and obscure 
language. This path-breaking book strips this ancient science of its mystique and metaphysical 
pretentions and interprets it to strike common ground with biomedical science. Concepts like qi 
and meridians are interpreted not as physical entities, but as constructs to facilitate diagnosis and 
therapy using heuristic models. Written for medical professionals, philosophers of medicine and 
discerning readers interested in holistic therapies, the book offers a unique perspective of Chinese 
medicine in an advanced biomedical world. It has practical chapters on cardiovascular disease, 
irritable bowel syndrome and cancer, and a compilation of Chinese herbs. This second edition of 
the acclaimed Theory of Chinese Medicine has new material on chronic diseases and the intriguing 
possible convergence of biomedicine and TCM.

Readership: Medical professionals, both Western medical doctors and TCM practitioners; 
librarians of TCM professional associations and teaching institutes; scholars interested in the 
theoretical basis for Chinese medicine, and the informed general reader seeking to understand 
the rationale and applicability of Chinese medical therapies to enhance their health.
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par Hervé Sanson

NON LIEU

Ce recueil de l’essayiste et sociologue Albert Memmi,
auteur du Portrait du colonisé (ouvrage publié en 1957 avec
une préface de Jean-Paul Sartre) rassemble une quaran-
taine de textes courts, de diverses sources (articles parus
dans la presse, en revue, communications lors de congrès,
entretiens, textes inédits…). 

Sa finalité est double : rendre à nouveau disponibles à
qui s’intéresse à cette œuvre des textes difficiles d’accès.
Il s’avère donc être un complément indispensable aux
différents ouvrages, puisqu’il couvre les différentes pro-
blématiques abordées par Memmi durant sa vie intellec-
tuelle : colonisation/décolonisation, judaïsme et judéité,
identité culturelle, dépendance, racisme, laïcité. D’autre
part, cet ensemble démontre à quel point cette pensée n’a
rien perdu de sa pertinence, ni de son actualité. Un entre-
tien avec Hervé Sanson en conclusion permet d’éclairer
le parours dAlbert Memmi et de tracer des parallèles
entre les textes et ce qu’il pense aujourd’hui. 

ALBERT MEMMI, intellectuel franco-tunisien, est l’auteur
d’une œuvre de tout premier plan. Ses romans (La Statue de
sel, 1953 ; Agar, 1955) sont devenus des classiques de la litté-
rature maghrébine francophone. Son Portrait du colonisé (1957)
est devenu en son temps la bible de l’anticolonialisme. Il est
également l’auteur du Portrait d’un Juif (1962), de L’Homme
dominé (1968), de La Dépendance (1979) et du Racisme (1982). 
HERVÉ SANSON, docteur ès lettres, membre associé à

l’ITEM (Institut Textes et Manuscrits, CNRS) est spécialiste
des littératures maghrébines francophones. Il a collaboré à
l’édition critique et génétique des Portraits d’Albert Memmi
coordonnée par Guy Dugas (CNRS éditions, 2015). 
Illustration de couverture : Portrait d’Albert Memmi par Marek Rudnicki. D.R.

Prix : 22 Euros
ISBN : 978-2-35270-247-4
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d’une œuvre de tout premier plan. Ses romans (La Statue de
sel, 1953 ; Agar, 1955) sont devenus des classiques de la litté-
rature maghrébine francophone. Son Portrait du colonisé (1957)
est devenu en son temps la bible de l’anticolonialisme. Il est
également l’auteur du Portrait d’un Juif (1962), de L’Homme
dominé (1968), de La Dépendance (1979) et du Racisme (1982). 
HERVÉ SANSON, docteur ès lettres, membre associé à

l’ITEM (Institut Textes et Manuscrits, CNRS) est spécialiste
des littératures maghrébines francophones. Il a collaboré à
l’édition critique et génétique des Portraits d’Albert Memmi
coordonnée par Guy Dugas (CNRS éditions, 2015). 
Illustration de couverture : Portrait d’Albert Memmi par Marek Rudnicki. D.R.
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Ainsi pensait Zarathoustra
Une philosophie avant la lettre

L’histoire de la philosophie commence avec la pensée de
Zarathoustra, mille ans avant la naissance de la philosophie
grecque. 
L’étude d’Ann Van Sevenant se fonde sur l’un des textes les plus
anciens de l’humanité, appelés les Gathas. Ces chants, attribués à
Zarathushtra Spitama, sont à l’origine de la religion zoroastrienne,
qui a eu une influence considérable sur les trois monothéismes et
qui est encore pratiquée aujourd’hui par 250 000 personnes dans
le monde.
Mais il y a aussi une dimension existentielle dans la pensée de
Zarathoustra dont les grands philosophes orientaux et occiden-
taux se sont inspirés tout au long de l’histoire, entre autres,
Pythagore, Héraclite, Platon,  Aristote, Plotin, Mani,  Augustin,
Avicenne, Thomas d’Aquin, Pléthon, Ficino, Spinoza, Hume, Voltaire,
Kant, Hegel et Nietzsche. Cet ouvrage propose une nouvelle ap-
proche de la philosophie à partir de Zarathoustra.

Ann Van Sevenant, docteur en philosophie, auteur d'une histoire de la
philosophie et d'une quinzaine d'ouvrages en philosophie contemporaine,
a été professeur de philosophie à l'Université d'Anvers avant de devenir
chercheur indépendant.

Couverture : Cotton Augustus 1475-1480 (Trésor des histoires), « Zoroastre
comme fondateur des sept arts libéraux », Londres, British Library.

Prix : 25 Euros
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